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Ensure security of supply (SOS) with PIX

100% operational status at all production facilities

High availability at all Distribution Hubs for a large range of SKUs

Su�cient capacity allocation to leverage growth

Reliable 3rd party logistics vendors for best-in-class service
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Comprehensive Lawn & Garden Belt
Solutions!

PIX has specially designed Belts to endure the demanding working conditions
of grass machinery on uneven lawns and the toughest of terrains

Read more
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New Video

How to measure belt tension using PIX-
Analog Tension Tester

In continuation to our efforts in demystifying Belt
solutions for varied applications via video animation,
we are pleased to now introduce an animated video
on PIX-Analog Tension Tester
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We love showing what we’re up to. Follow us for information on Belts and related
mechanical Power Transmission products that’ll keep you up-to-date on all the
accomplishments we’ve reached along the way. When we go to conferences or events,
we’ll be sure to post some great content, so you can experience it right along with us.

We welcome you to follow us and we can’t wait to share our adventures with you!

PIX belts are manufactured to stringent industry norms and are widely used in the
replacement market to offer high reliability, long life and a compelling performance to
price ratio.

We hope you would �nd the animated insightful while being easy to view. We kindly invite
you to explore the same and share your feedback. If you would require any additional
information, please write an email to us at info@pixtrans.com
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